In Sri Lanka, recent “rights campaigners” outside creating employment for the war affected, ignoring the fact fundamental rights guaranteed under the Constitution and also on ILO

COVID-19 demands democracy and fundamental rights ensured

However, the key question remains: Does Sri Lanka have the political will and capability to actually resolve the fundamental human rights and related crimes by both parties in Sri Lanka during the civil war?

Sri Lanka: hope for minorities?
The Colombo-based Centre for Policy Alternatives (CPA) says in a press release on Thursday, that it is deeply concerned with the current situation.

proposed amendment to lankan criminal procedure violates rights of detainees, says watchdog

We’re still not witnessing accountability for corruption, a fundamental reason of the most recent U.N. Human Rights Council resolution on Sri Lanka to the general public.

Sri Lanka’s circuitous road to reform
Taking a novel approach to commemorate Children’s Day, Stop Child Cruelty Trust (SCT) launched the ‘#KujataNumberChild Protection Month’ to increase awareness of the fundamental rights of children.

encourages children to reflect on their welfare via national art and speech competition

Access to clean drinking water, clean breathable air and clean, non-toxic food, must be non-negotiable and fundamental. Once these fundamental statement from the National Farmer Federation of Sri Lanka

stocks: real-time U.S. stock quotes reflect trades reported through Nasdaq only; comprehensive quotes and volume reflect trading in all markets and are delayed at least 20 minutes unless otherwise noted

world children’s day to be observed on sunday

In her message, the Prime Minister, Ms. Wasantha Premajayasinghe, will recognize the role of children in society and encourage them to participate in their rights.

UNHRC and Council of Europe discuss statelessness, urge states to uphold the right to a nationality in Europe

September in Strasbourg by the UN Human Rights Council.

What will Manchin do to protect voting rights?

Belarusian justice ministry files lawsuit to dissolve Belarusian Helsinki Committee

They also said the lawsuit “violates a number of fundamental rights, including those of freedom of expression and association and due process.” “The Belarusian Helsinki Committee has a long record of defending human rights in Belarus and its work is crucial in holding the authorities to account. We are concerned that this lawsuit risks chilling the work of the Committee and limiting its ability to fulfill its mandate,” the human rights organization said in a statement.

Tamil prisoners take lanka’s ex-prison minister to apex court over rights abuse

The Tamil List Public Audit (TAPA) has called for the prosecution of the former prison minister Lohan Ratwatte following his arrest under Sri Lanka’s infamous Prevention of Terrorism Act (PTA). Rights activists and Tamil political parties have also called for the prosecution of Ratwatte for human rights violations.

Tamil political parties have also called for the prosecution of Ratwatte for human rights violations.

Sri Lanka to host asia cup in september 2022

Sri Lanka are awarded the hosting rights of the 15th edition of the Asia Cup in September next year by the Asian Cricket Council (ACC) yesterday. The tournament, which is usually a 50-over affair, will be played in September 2022.

Tamil prisoners file fundamental rights petition at Sri Lanka’s supreme court

Colombo Archbishop Malcolm Cardinal Ranjith and Ven. Elle Gunawansa Thero today filed a Fundamental Rights petition in the Supreme Court seeking an order staying the operation of all agreements.

cardinal ranjith and elle gunawansa thero file petition

Colombo Archbishop Malcolm Cardinal Ranjith and Ven. Elle Gunawansa Thero today filed a Fundamental Rights petition in the Supreme Court seeking an order staying the operation of all agreements.

proposed amendment to criminal code is a grave setback for human rights

As many as eight Tamil prisoners in Sri Lanka’s Anuradhapura following their arrest under Sri Lanka’s infamous Prevention of Terrorism Act (PTA). Rights activists and Tamil political parties have also called for the prosecution of Ratwatte for human rights violations.

human rights to education

The Colombo-based Centre for Policy Alternatives (CPA) has said in a press release on Thursday, that it is deeply concerned with the current situation.

Tamil prisoners must reform terror law to keep eu trade deal: statement

Tamil prisoners in Sri Lanka have petitioned the country’s Supreme Court, seeking relief from a ‘gun-wielding’ Prisons Minister.

Sri Lanka updates eu on action in process to review pta

A European delegation which was in Sri Lanka to monitor the country’s compliance on key international conventions in order to continue a trade concession said it would maintain its monitoring mission.

The relation between the directive principles of state policy and fundamental - iPleaders

The relation between the directive principles of state policy and fundamental.

Fundamental rights in sri lanka

You may not be perplexed to enjoy every ebook collections fundamental rights in sri lanka that we will totally offer. It is not roughly the costs. It’s roughly what you need currently.

Tamil prisoners file Fundamental Rights petition at Sri Lanka’s... Sep 30, 2021 Tamil prisoners file Fundamental Rights petition at Sri Lanka’s Supreme Court Meenu Srinivasan September 30, 2021 17:30 IST Updated: September 30, 2021 19:21 IST

Sri Lanka | Country Page | World - Human Rights Watch Sep 18, 2021 Respect for fundamental human rights in Sri Lanka has been in serious jeopardy under the Gotabaya Rajapaksia presidency. His administration has blocked accountability for grave abuses linked to the

Social class in Sri Lanka - Wikipedia

Social class in Sri Lanka is often described as casteless, though caste is still found on the island in both a symbolic and a practical sense. Caste is also used in an analogous sense to refer to the new social class divisions that have appeared in recent decades.

Economic Research - Institute of Policy Studies

Institute of policy studies Sri Lanka. Research. The substantive focus of the Institute’s research programme is to provide an integrated analysis of development challenges facing Sri Lanka to meet the fundamental objectives of sustainable growth, equity and poverty alleviation.

UNHRC session pushes for implementation of US-backed human rights resolution on Sri Lanka ... Oct 05, 2020 In a speech on September 13, Bachet said that “militarisation and the lack of accountability” in Sri Lanka continues to have a “corrosive effect on fundamental rights.”
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Abusive states elected to the UN Human Rights Council; Slovenia’s Prime Minister’s antisemitic tweet sparks outrage; and another tragedy on the border between Poland and Belarus.

Sri Lanka

Another 35,000 are waiting to come back. Sri Lanka FR filed seeking an order to repatriate Lankan expatriates fixed for support. The Fundamental Rights petition filed seeking an order directing the

Sri Lankan

A team of senior European Union (EU) officials have concluded a key visit to Sri Lanka where Sri Lanka’s commitments under the EU GSP plus trade scheme came under review. The EU mission began an official visit to Sri Lanka on 27th September 2021 to review Sri Lanka’s progress in implementing the 27 international conventions applicable.

EU GSP+ monitoring mission concludes key visit to Sri Lanka

Venerable Elle Gunawansa Thera and Colombo Archbishop His Eminence Malcolm Cardinal Ranjith have filed FR petitions before the Supreme Court against the transfer of Yugadanavi LNG Power Plant shares.

FR filed against Yugadanavi agreement

A team of senior European Union (EU) officials began an official visit to Sri Lanka on 27th September 2021 to review Sri Lanka’s progress in implementing the 27 international conventions applicable.

EU GSP+ monitoring mission concludes visit to Sri Lanka

The visiting mission from the EU discussed the Prevention of Terrorism Act, recalling that its amendment was a key commitment in re-admitting Sri Lanka to the GSP+ in 2017.

Sri Lanka must reform terror law to keep EU trade deal, says statement

The anti-terror law that gives police sweeping powers to arrest suspects without trial. The issue was discussed during the visit of a team of senior EU officials to the island nation.